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In order to launch a retrofit rebate program of 150,000 Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs) in
Guadeloupe--a French off-shore territory in the Carribean Islands--a selection of 8 different specimens
from various manufacturers, in and outside the European Economic Community, have been tested and
compared.

The CPLs were chosen to provide an alternative to a 75 W incandescent source, thus offering a wide
range of variations, including sources with electronic or electromagnetic ballasts, screw or bayonet bases,
reusable ballasts, etc. All lamps had integral ballasts.

In the paper, lighting characteristics (luminous flux and its change
efficacy, life duration) as well as electric characteristics (safety, power
presented for a sample of 20 CFLs covering every type.

life of the lamp, luminous
harmonic distortion) are

n'!JI1!"t"11'"lIllh:a1'" electricity supply conditions on the rebate program location--namelya wide
/jl@"':r.n--n~",f"'. also been for both fluorescent and incandescent bulbs.

As a the paper proposes spe;cltlca1tloI1S for a "best choicen and describes the basis for a
standard measurement test procedure for as no standard currently exists in JiJ..J~J'l._IiJ"""S

Introduction

ethodology

Planned measurements are based on an existing test!
concerning tubular fluorescent sources which was adapted
for a reduced sample size. We focused on useability and
restricted ourselves to verify primary safety requirements.

The French Environment Protection and
Conservation Agency (Ademe--French acronym) is
planning to launch a rebate program using 150,000 CFLs
in Guadeloupes A characterization of CFLs has been
carried out with 3 aims: (1) verify manufacturer's claims
on several different products; (2) survey lamp behaviour
when supplied with non-stabilized electric power;
(3) defme the requirements of a future standard
measurements test

All test measurements are carried out on 20 samples of
each model, distributed as follows: (1) 10 samples tested
with 220V a.c. (rated voltage) for safety verification and
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characteristics measurements; (2) 5 samples tested with
260V; (3) 5 samples tested with 180V.

The following measurements were conducted: (1) cap size
and dimensions (safety verification)2; (2) luminous flux
immediately after startup and after 400 hours, 1000 hours
and 2000 hours of operation for all lamps3 (3) electric
characteristics (power, power factor, harmonics distortion)
for CFLs under rated voltage supply after 400 operating
hours. This delay is due to a necessary break-in period for
the electrodes of tubular fluorescent sources and we
postulated that a similar minimum delay was needed for
CFLs.

These measures were completed by 2 specific tests:
(1) CFLs tested with 260 V have been lit up under 160 V
and vice versa; (2) a sample of 10 lamps of one specific
brand has been compared to a sample of 10 75 W
incandescent bulbs, an supplied with a continously varying
voltage, between 180V and 260V.

Description of Sample

The selected models were chosen as repl!aCement options
for a 75 W incandescent bulb. All but one are

manufactured in Europe and available on the French
market. Comments regarding the table follow:

e Specimens as & OG are based on the same
technology, by the same manufacturer and differ only
by the plastic globe (00) encapsulating the twin bare
tubes of model as.

@ Models PE and MZ are the same technology but
marketed under different brands ..

@ Type PS is an 8 to 10 year old technology that is
common in domestic and commercial applications in
France and represents for most consumers, up to now,
the "compact fluorescent lamp" though it is and
heavy.

@ MT is a southeast Asian product, introduced in the
study both to try to assess its and to
in price and discount negotiations with
manufacturers.
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esults

Basic requirements include verifications of manufacturing
dimensions--plus and minus limits--of source caps.

Measurements on source caps show that all lamps comply
with the existing standard currently in application in
Europe2, except for type "MT". Moreover 4 items of this
type burned out when measurements were initiated and
had to be replaced. Finally, there were only 5 "MT" still
operating after 400 hours. This model can defmitely not
be marketed in our country.

The results are summarized in Table 2 hereafter
Values indicated are average results for 10 samples of
each for type "MT" (see above), after 400
hours operating time. This duration has been chosen in
accordance with the above mentioned standard for tubular
fluorescent sources.

Relnarks re2:ara,m,g Table 2 follow:

lID Power COllsu,m]:)U(Jln is below the rated wattage. This
rather observation is favorable to energy

conservation; yet this can be explained by the fact that all
lamps are marked "220V - 240Y" and that nothing on the
packing specifies which is the rated voltage to use in
assessing the other characteristics (luminous flux, life
duration) whereas we conducted aU the measurements
under 220 V ( for example a 240 V supply would raise
power consumption by about 10% but we do not know the
effect on luminous flux).

@ Power factors are very poor. This fact is of little
account when the CPLs are installed in the housing
sector. One or two CPLs per house will have very
little effect on the grid, and customers are not billed
for reactive power within the domestic sector.
However it will have to be considered when rebate
programs are introduced to the commercial sector.

@ When referring to standard 3 lamp
CL & with maximum

harmonic distortion rates5 5 %, 15%,
7%, 4%, 3% for the 7th and 9th
harmonics). It appears that compliance be easier
for higher wattage sources (PS and TG are rated 18
W and CL runs with a reusable ballast that can be fit
with a different tube which means it can be fit
with up to "20 W tubes").
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$ Models OS and OG have almost the same results
considering that the 150 Lm flux drop is due to the
acrylic enveloping the tube.

8000 hours or more. The tests were aimed at verifying
these claims and at checking whether or not there is an
influence of voltage on life duration.

e Efficacy values lay between 45 and 65 Lm/W which
is in agreement with manufacturer's literature.

® A similar statement can be made for "PE" and MZ ff

which is not that both sources
are based on similar technologies, the
same research staff.

Lamps Working
Because our definition of lamp failure was dermed by a
level of efficacy reduction, we have chosen to study the
change of the luminous efficacy of the samples. Figure 2
presents the average luminous efficacy of each lamp type
sample. It can be seen that:
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How or When to Measure Flux? An integrating sphere
is used to measure the total lumens delivered by the lampe
As can be seen on Figure 1, steadiness of discharge and
luminous flux is only obtained after a 15 minute delay.

500

@ "MT" model experienced not a drastic drop in
luminous flux (24 % to 36 % after 2000 hours com
pared to the value after 400 hours time but
we must in mind that tubes are sold for no more
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From 1 it can be seen that it takes 2 to
5 minutes to reach maximum flux This is less than
the advertised "about 5 minute minimum ff

•

what the real
flux win be is manufacturer's
claim and in order to propose a for
an incandescent soutce. we have decided to
evaluate life duration the of luminous flux
as a When rated luminous flux is reduced
50 %, the win be considered even if it is still
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In this test we decided to consider the "rated" luminous
flux as the value obtained after 400 hours of
op~~raU01t1'll and 15 minutes aftet turned on with 220V
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lamp uration

for model "MTff whose tube duration is indicated
as 2000 hours ballast is supposed to last

all other CFLs have a rated life-time of

Comparison of Sample Average Luminous
Models as a Function
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than 2000 hours duration), but also had too many
failures--only 3 specimens were still in operation after
2000 bourse

under the same voltage supply a sample of ten
incandescent bulbs scored an average life of 780 hours
which is about 20 % less than ratede Other authors [2]
indicate that:

@ The maximum voltage before failure was also
determined for the same models
increasing the voltage from 220 V up to 300 V: none
of the failed, both tube and electronic
were still in condition at 300 Ve

onclusions

e When gradually increasing tbe voltage from 40
lamp but with a very low light intensity, when the
voltage was respectively 68 V and 71 V. A normal

'lI11"'lliha¥ilt"'I'lIhT was obtained around 145-150 Ve

Most CFLs can survive supply conditions
much better than incandescent which makes them
more suitable to be installed in areas with variable

@ When gradually decreasing the voltage from 220
the light went out completely when the voltage was
respectively 51 V and 60 V for two models of the
11 W compact fluorescent source,

One of the objectives of this test was to determine a
correlation between luminous flux emission and operating
time to be able to predict or define the rated life time of
CFLs. We have not succeeded in this attempt Very raw
linear regressions indicate a minimum lifetime of 6000 to
10,000 hours, which is too large an approximation to
constitute satisfactory results but does not contradict
manufacturer's claims (when referring to NFC 72-2101
for tubular fluorescent sources it is indicated that luminous
flux must not be lower than 85 % of initial luminous flux
after 2000 hours operating time: thus we see that CFLs
comply with this requirement).

with A varying
voltage does not seem to have much effect on lamp
operation. Overvoltage seems to accelerate lamp

of the electrodes in most
models, which is shown the shorter operating
necessary to reach a stabilized discharge within the
15 starting minutes. for "MT" (none left

out of 5 after 400 and upS" (1 left
after 400 none after 1000

n'T'~~T.nU'.~n,Qo seems to accelerate failure !

All other sources SU!>Ptle<1 with 260 V were still h111"'n11110'

with a 180 V and vice versae

After discussion with the electric power factors
and harmonic distortion were not considered a nuisance
for so the choice for the project
was initially limited to the most efficient nos n

and "PE" e A request for proposals has been issued to
obtain discount and a joint effort with a manufac
turer and his retailer's networke A defInitive choice
be "PE" model as have during ~'.JII,""""""""'lIUL.l'Fi-<.

to at a discounted of
70 Value Added Tax included (12.72 $). Yet
if they appear not to be able to deliver the requested
quantity in time, the "OS" model will be selected
per unit will be about 90 FF/16.36 $).

~O!IIO'1JlnIP prep,ar~ltlO,n of this paper, "OS" lamps
were marketed. in and an were purchased in
two days! The consumer interest in this appears

1500
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A 4 % decrease in luminous flux is observed for the
sources with
co]rnpare~a to sources SU1)Plled

30 of Su
Duration illustrated by Evolution of Sample
Luminous Flux in Each Test Measured in Same
Conditions V - 15 mine

Some progress was made in the defInition of a standard
measurement test, for electric and luminous lamp
characteristicse However we were unable to determine the

om 2~43



minimum test duration for assessing lamp life* More
measurements are needed on a limited sampling--4 totally
different lamp types--with flux and electric characteristics
measured every 200 hours of operating time. The size of
the sample for a satisfactory test is 10 specimens and
could be reduced to 5 for exploratory tests. In the
meantime, a regulation defming a minimum performance
level is being studied by the European Community
Commission, within the SAVE6 program, which could use
some valuable information from the present survey.

ummary

A panel comparison test of 8 different CFL types has led
to a selection of products based on efficiency
characteristics. The test partially verified the
manufacturer's claims about luminous efficacy.
Non-declared characteristics, such as power factor or
harmonics distortion were found to be poor. Data and

were to allow preparation of a
measurement test standard for one of the most cost
effective retrofitting solutions in the residential and
commercial sectors.
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Endnotes

1. French Standard NFC 72-210--Electric
sources: tubular fluorescent for
service--defines all conditions such as

of electric and luminous
characteristics measurement method etc.
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